A novel way to understand plant species preferences in relation to groundwater discharge conditions using a trait-based approach
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ABSTRACT

Groundwater discharge sites harbour characteristic and often rare plant communities that differ substantially from groundwater recharge sites. It is not known which abiotic conditions at these sites drive the differences in community composition. A trait-based approach, which relates species traits to abiotic conditions, may provide insight in this relationship and improve conservation management of these characteristic communities. We used this approach to identify the following: (i) dominant abiotic conditions that shape plant communities at discharge sites and (ii) characteristic traits associated with these abiotic conditions. First, we performed a (qualitative) literature survey to relate plant traits to various abiotic conditions at discharge sites. Second, we performed a meta-analysis to quantitatively test the trait selection at discharge sites. For the meta-analysis, we compiled a species discharge preference database (n = 170), based on literature and field data. We performed linear regression to relate traits to species discharge preference. Only 5 out of the 11 traits tested (low leaf phosphorus content, high leaf N:P, low rate of clonal reproduction, low maximum height and high seed mass) were significantly related to discharge preference, while the explained variance was low (R² < 0.09). Our results suggest the following: (i) Despite the inclusion of traits specifically related to prevailing local environmental conditions, beyond commonly applied traits, hardly any differences were revealed; this indicates a need for more comprehensive eco-physiological understanding (and information on the selection of combinations of traits). (ii) A trait-based approach may not be highly distinctive in environments differing in only a few specific characteristics. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

Groundwater discharge sites are important in shaping the lowland environment. Groundwater discharge sites are characterized by an upwards groundwater flow, while groundwater recharge sites are characterized by a downward or infiltrating groundwater flow. Precipitation infiltrates at recharge sites and can discharge at terrestrial groundwater discharge sites. The water chemistry between these sites is very different and leads to different abiotic conditions. The plant communities at discharge sites contain characteristic and often rare plant species that are not present at groundwater recharge sites (Wassen et al., 1990; McNamara et al., 1992; Lucassen et al., 2006; Marini et al., 2008; Zimmer et al., 2013; Kuglerová et al., 2014) and in general have a higher species diversity (Wassen et al., 1990; McNamara et al., 1992; Zinko et al., 2005; Lucassen et al., 2006; Klove et al., 2011; Zimmer et al., 2013; Kuglerová et al., 2014). It is however not clear what ultimately causes these characteristic and rare plant species to be especially abundant at discharge sites. This asks for a better understanding of the prevailing abiotic conditions in relation to community assembly of these communities (of which many are protected in e.g. the European Habitat directive).
Abiotic conditions at discharge sites depend on a number of factors (Klijn and Witte, 1999): (i) the abiotic conditions at the recharge site (where rainwater infiltrates), (ii) the chemistry of the subsurface where the water flows through before reaching the surface, (iii) the processes that take place during the residence time of the water in the soil, and (iv) the soil properties at the discharge site. Therefore, when water discharges at the soil surface, its chemistry commonly differs substantially from the water that infiltrated at the recharge site. Recharge and discharge sites therefore differ from each other in a number of abiotic conditions (Figure 1).

First, water temperature for example is more constant throughout the year at discharge sites than at recharge sites because it is fed by a constant water flow from temperature-buffered deeper soil layers (Klijn and Witte, 1999; Kalbus et al., 2006, Klove et al., 2011). Water temperature at recharge sites varies on a daily basis because it is in close contact with the surrounding and fluctuating air temperature. Second, the variation in water availability is different; recharge sites depend on precipitation, which can be highly variable in space and time. Discharge sites on the other hand are fed by a constant seepage flow, providing water year round and allowing for relatively constant water availability (Giesler et al., 1998). This does not mean that recharge sites are necessarily dry, but its origin of water is different. For instance, in lowland areas with low drainage capacity or areas with a semi-permeable layer close to the soil surface, (fast) infiltration of rain water is hampered, creating high groundwater tables. Third, there are relatively high concentrations of Ca^{2+}, Na^{2+}, Si^{2+} and Fe^{2+} in discharging groundwater although not all solutes are always present at freshwater discharge sites. The high concentration of specific cations lowers phosphorus availability and influences soil pH (McNamara et al., 1992; Giesler et al., 1998; Klijn and Witte, 1999; Giesler et al., 2002; Tahvanainen, 2004; Lucassen et al., 2006; Zimmer et al., 2013). Also, the pH differs between the two site types although there are no uniform patterns (Giesler et al., 1998; Klijn and Witte, 1999; Tahvanainen, 2004; Zinko et al., 2006; Jansson et al., 2007; Zimmer et al., 2013; Kuglerová et al., 2014). Fourth, nutrient availability also differs between discharge and recharge sites, but there is no uniformity in where nutrient availability is highest as this depends on the regional geology (Giesler et al., 1998; Giesler et al., 2002; Lucassen et al., 2006; Jansson et al., 2007; Kuglerová et al., 2014).

Despite the known significance of, for example, variation in water availability (Leyer, 2005; Bartholomeus et al., 2011; Zou et al., 2014) or in nutrient availability (e.g. Ordoñez et al., 2010a; Douma et al., 2012a) as an important driver of plant species occurrences, it is not clear how these or other abiotic conditions select for a characteristic set of plant species that are constrained to, or prefer groundwater discharge sites.

One way to unravel this relationship is to focus on the relationship between abiotic conditions and the traits of plants that occur at these sites (Violle et al., 2007) as plant traits are directly linked to the abiotic environment. The abiotic conditions act as a filter that selects the species that have the appropriate traits for that environment (Keddy, 1992). Plant traits therefore offer a potential key to explain species occurrence differences between groundwater discharge and recharge sites, corresponding to the species-sorting paradigm of the metacommunity concept (Leibold et al., 2004). By connecting the abiotic conditions to plant traits, we can evaluate the following: (i) which traits are selected by the abiotic conditions affected by groundwater discharge and therefore (ii) which abiotic conditions have the strongest selection effect. This kind of information can guide water management in nature areas focusing on the protection of groundwater discharge dependent vegetation types.

We therefore aimed to unravel the driving abiotic conditions of vegetation communities at discharge sites by providing a general groundwater discharge–trait blueprint. We did this by two complementary approaches. First, we present a literature survey to describe the relationships between abiotic conditions at discharge sites and their potential effect on plant traits and to provide a summary on the current state of knowledge. Second, we compiled a database with characteristic plant species and their traits from discharge and recharge sites. We then analysed which plant traits differ between discharge and recharge species and to which abiotic conditions they relate.

**Figure 1.** A schematic overview of abiotic differences between discharge and recharge sites in non-coastal areas. The ‘+’ indicates a positive effect on the abiotic factor; the ‘−’ indicates a negative relationship. Dashed lines show the abiotic conditions that do differ between discharge and recharge sites although the patterns are not uniform and depend on regional hydrogeological conditions.
REVIEW OF ABIOTIC CONDITIONS AND ASSOCIATED TRAITS AT DISCHARGE SITES

On the basis of known relationships between abiotic conditions and plant traits and in light of the lack of studies that link abiotic conditions at discharge sites to plant traits, we selected the following abiotic conditions as potentially determining plant species distribution at groundwater discharge sites: nutrient availability, ferrous iron concentration and P availability (Table I). A number of other abiotic conditions that differ between discharge and recharge sites may also be essential for selecting plant species. However, we have not found studies that link these conditions to plant traits. These conditions are: constant water availability (i.e. little variation in water variability), water temperature and pH. Differences in pH are generally considered to be linked to discharge patterns. Because pH effects are expressed both directly and indirectly, through the other chemical impacts mentioned (nutrient availability, ferrous iron concentration and P availability; Ponnamperuma, 1972), we will evaluate the impacts of those proximate drivers instead.

Because nutrient availability, ferrous iron concentration and P availability at a discharge site strongly depend on the geological setting (McNamara et al., 1992; Klijn and Witte, 1999; Giesler et al., 2002; Tahvanainen, 2004; Lucassen et al., 2006; Jansson et al., 2007), we selected data that refer to a specific region with relatively high data availability for the meta-analysis. This is the case for the (non-saline zones in the) Netherlands, which we therefore used as a case study area.

Groundwater discharge sites in the Netherlands are driven by the same abiotic conditions as other discharge sites (Figure 1), but the expression of those drivers can be different. Fe concentrations are generally high in the Netherlands, which relates to its geological subsurface, which enriches deep groundwater flows with Fe. Because Fe binds phosphate, P availability for plants is low (Lucassen et al., 2006). Nitrate leaching from agricultural activities has initiated pollution of the groundwater and thus of groundwater discharge sites. Nevertheless, the relatively high Ca<sup>2+</sup> concentrations in discharging groundwater can lower ammonium concentrations by binding stronger to the sediment than ammonium does. Ammonium, thus present in the pore water, can then be removed from the system by the flowing groundwater (Lucassen et al., 2006). Groundwater discharge sites in the Netherlands are therefore characterized by high Fe concentrations, low P availability and low nutrient availability.

Nutrient availability

Previous research has indicated a number of plant traits that are related to nutrient availability. More specifically, the traits that are part of the Leaf Economics Spectrum (LES, Wright et al., 2004) offer insight into potential differences in species characteristics for discharge or recharge sites. With these principles, we selected the following nutrient related leaf traits: specific leaf area (SLA, mm<sup>2</sup> mg<sup>-1</sup>), leaf nitrogen content (LNC, mg g<sup>-1</sup>), leaf phosphorus content (LPC, mg g<sup>-1</sup>) and leaf size (LS, mm<sup>2</sup>). Next to leaf traits we also selected maximum canopy height (MaxCH, m) and relative growth rate (RGR, g g<sup>-1</sup> day<sup>-1</sup>). All these traits have been linked to nutrient availability in previous studies (Grime and Hunt, 1975; Poorter and Remkes, 1990; Lambers and Poorter, 1992; Wilson and Tilman, 1993; Cunningham et al., 1999; Knops and Reinhart, 2000; Ordoñez et al., 2009; Douma et al., 2012c). Given the lower nutrient availability at Dutch discharge sites, we expect species at discharge sites to be on the slow-return end of the LES spectrum, and we therefore expect SLA, LNC, LPC, LS, MaxCH and RGR all to be lower in plant species at discharge sites than at recharge sites.

Table I. Overview of the selected abiotic conditions, the associated traits and the relationship between the two as derived from literature data. The abiotic conditions are on the top row. The indicated relationships were derived per trait from the references that are indicated in the footnotes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Nutrient availability</th>
<th>Ferrous iron availability</th>
<th>P availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLA&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNC&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxCH&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPC&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGR&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeTo&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N:P&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LatSpread&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> van Bodegom and Heitman, unpublished data, <sup>b</sup> BioBase, 2003, <sup>c</sup> Douma et al., 2012b, <sup>d</sup> Grime and Hunt, 1975, <sup>e</sup> Kleyer et al., 2008, <sup>f</sup> Klimešová and de Bello, 2009, <sup>g</sup> Klotz et al., 2002, <sup>h</sup> Konings et al., 1989, <sup>i</sup> Moles et al., 2004, <sup>j</sup> Ordoñez et al., 2010b, <sup>k</sup> Ordoñez et al., 2010a, <sup>l</sup> Reich and Oleksyn, 2004, <sup>m</sup> Roelofsen et al., 2014, <sup>n</sup> Snowden and Wheeler, 1993, <sup>o</sup> Suter and Edwards, 2013, <sup>p</sup> Wright et al., 2004, <sup>q</sup> van der Knaap, Gardavksa and Raschke, unpublished data, <sup>r</sup> Douma et al., 2012b, <sup>s</sup> van Bodegom et al., unpublished data

<sup>a</sup> indicates a positive relationship, and ‘−’ a negative one. SLA, specific leaf area; LNC, leaf nitrogen content; LS, leaf size; MaxCH, maximum canopy height; LPC, leaf phosphorus content; RGR, relative growth rate; RP, root porosity; FeTo, iron sensitivity as % of relative growth rate; N:P, leaf nitrogen to phosphorus ratio; SM, seed mass (with germinule); LatSpread, lateral spread (clonal reproduction).
**Ferrous iron concentration**

High amounts of iron can be toxic to plants and constrain the growth rate of species at iron-rich sites (Snowden and Wheeler, 1993). Some plant species however can cope with these toxic values, which is reflected in the extent to which their growth rate is reduced under iron-rich conditions (Fe Tolerance; FeTol), as calculated by Snowden and Wheeler (1993). The higher the FeTol growth rate, the better a species can sustain its growth rate in iron-rich environments. These adaptations seem to imply a reduced maximum growth rate at non-stressful conditions (Snowden and Wheeler, 1993). Because the ferrous iron concentration is relatively high at groundwater discharge sites, we expect that because of this trade-off, plant species characteristic of discharge sites to have a low RGR. Among the adaptations of plant species to toxic iron concentrations is the capability to release oxygen from their roots to oxidize iron in the rhizosphere (Lamers et al., 2012). This influences rhizosphere pH and is a mechanism to reduce iron toxicity and lowers the impact of low redox conditions in general (Van Bodegom et al., 2008). Traits associated with this process are the occurrence of radial oxygen loss (ROL) and the capacity for convective flow and root porosity (RP). RP, the amount of aerenchyma tissue in a root (Colmer and Voeseke, 2009), allows for transport of oxygen from the shoot to the root. Consequently, species with a high RP are better capable of transporting oxygen to their roots from where it is partly released into the soil (Drew, 1990) and serves as a proxy of ROL. ROL is a process where oxygen diffuses from the root to the soil (Jackson and Armstrong, 1999) thereby oxidizing the environment and reducing iron toxicity. The higher the ROL, the lower the iron toxicity. Not only are species with a high RP more tolerant of high ferrous iron concentrations in anaerobic conditions (Snowden and Wheeler, 1993), RP also increases with higher ferrous iron concentrations in aerobic soils (Mongon et al., 2014), making it a highly susceptible trait to high iron concentrations. Finally, some species facilitate convective flows, which transports oxygen much faster than diffusive fluxes, through which even more oxygen can be translocated to the rhizosphere (Armstrong et al., 1996), reducing iron toxicity even further. Because the ferrous iron concentration is relatively high at discharge sites in the Netherlands, we expect a species’ FeTol, RP, ROL and convective flow to be high and RGR to be low compared with recharge sites.

**P availability**

While nutrient availability in general may be affected by groundwater discharge, P availability is particular negatively affected at discharge sites, leading to P limitation. P limitations are particularly reflected in the leaf N:P ratio, which increases with increasing P limitation. Other traits can also directly be related to P availability. These include lifespan of a species (LSP) and leaf dry matter content (LDMC). Lifespan reflects a plant’s strategy; it is either a fast grower with a short life cycle (annuals), or it has a low growth rate but a longer life cycle (perennials). A long lifespan is associated with a relatively low amount of available P in the soil (Fujita et al., 2014). LDMC (mg g⁻¹) reflects the average density of leaf tissue (Cornelissen et al., 2003). Plant species growing at P-limited sites have a higher LDMC (Fujita et al., 2014). Finally, a number of traits has been shown to relate specifically to P availability and include clonal reproduction (LatSpread) compared with seed production and seed mass (SM) (Dainese and Sitza, 2013; Fujita et al., 2014). Plant species growing at low available P sites invest less in sexual reproduction and more in vegetative reproduction (Fujita et al., 2014), which may lead to an increase in the clonal reproduction. If a species reproduces by seed, then the SM of an individual seed is relatively high at P-limited sites (Dainese and Sitza, 2013). Because P availability is low at groundwater discharge sites in the Netherlands, we expect that plant species’ leaf N:P ratio, LSP, LDMC, LatSpread and SM will be relatively high compared with groundwater recharge sites.

**META-ANALYSIS OF DISCHARGE–TRAIT RELATIONSHIPS**

**Species**

The literature review provided us with qualitative insights on how traits might relate to groundwater discharge but no quantitative insights. To obtain a quantitative analysis, we performed a meta-analysis. For this meta-analysis, we selected plant species from the Netherlands that occur on groundwater discharge or recharge sites, based on literature and field data. We chose the Netherlands because of the following: (i) it has a large variety of recharge and discharge conditions, (ii) habitat preferences of most plant species are known and (iii) a comprehensive trait database was available. We used plant association literature and the ecotopes classification system (Whittaker et al., 1973) to identify species that are confined to, or more abundant, at groundwater discharge sites and species that are not (as explained later). To refine this species list, we removed any species that did not coincide with either discharge or recharge abiotic conditions, which included species that occur on a large abiotic gradient (e.g. in moist and dry ecosystems). Finally, we compared this species list with field observations to see if the species from literature actually match the ones found in the field. This further refined our selection and created a discharge preference list, which resulted in our final discharge–recharge species list (Appendix S1).

The literature on plant associations (sensu Schaminée et al., 1995a, 1995b; Schaminée et al., 1996; Schaminée et al., 1998; Weeda et al., 1999; Weeda et al., 2000, 2002,
helped to identify species that occur on groundwater discharge sites and those that occur on wet recharge sites. We excluded ecosystems with high salinity levels (e.g. coastal ecosystems). To make sure we selected only those species that are restricted to, or abundant at, discharge sites (or recharge sites), only the characteristic species (not the common ones) for that specific plant association, as indicated by literature, were selected. For every selected species, we checked whether this species was confined to groundwater discharge or recharge sites, based on additional literature (Van der Meijden, 1996). If it was, the species was put on the discharge–recharge species list. This list was checked by field experts.

Moreover, we used information provided through the ecotopes classification system, specified for the Netherlands (Runhaar et al., 2003), which is a classification system of plant communities based on vegetation structure and abiotic conditions. We selected ecotopes, which reflect abiotic conditions that are characteristic for groundwater discharge sites in the Netherlands (i.e. sites of wet, nutrient poor and weakly acid ecosystems). To select plant species that occur on recharge sites, we limited our search to wet ecosystems to reduce any confounding effects of recharge sites (i.e. excluding dry recharge sites). Although water availability is an important driver of plant species occurrence, it does not necessarily distinguish between recharge and discharge sites in the Netherlands.

By combining the two lists, we captured all characteristic species that occur on discharge sites based on literature and abiotic conditions. To limit confounding biotic and abiotic site effects, we applied additional filters. First, given that tree species are not necessarily bound to discharge sites and often lag behind the prevailing conditions, we selected only species that have belowground or soil surface perennating tissue, according to Raunkiær’s classification (Raunkiær, 1934). That resulted in a selection of cryptophytes, chamaephytes and hemicryptophytes. Additionally, to rule out any effects of water availability (i.e. excluding dry recharge sites). Although water availability is an important driver of plant species occurrence, it does not necessarily distinguish between recharge and discharge sites in the Netherlands.

Field data on species occurrences

To refine our binary classification of discharge and recharge species, we evaluated all selected species against a field observation database. This observation database contains field measurements of more than 34000 relevées in which species had been scored and classified to plant associations (Landelijke Vegetatie Databank, The Netherlands). We compared our species list with the field observations and calculated the discharge preference (%) of our species types (discharge or recharge) with the species types as found in the field. For example, if a species was classified as a discharge species based on the literature survey but it was never found in a discharge plant association in the field, it was given a discharge preference of 0%. As a result of the high number of species that occur on recharge sites, we limited our search to wet habitats only because trait values of a species can differ between habitats (Cordlandwehr et al., 2013), which would potentially lead to biases. Next to habitat, we prioritized database entries on the basis of the protocol of trait measurements used, where consistent protocols were given priority, to ensure consistency among database entries. Finally, the database that had the highest number of data entries for a given trait was selected to minimize the effect of observer’s bias and increase consistency between data entries. Prior to analysis, we selected only those traits that had a sufficient amount of entries for analysis (n ≥ 15). This resulted in the following 11 traits: SLA, LNC, MaxCH, LS, FeTol, RGR, RP, LPC, N:P, LatSpread and SM. The final dataset contained 170 species (61 discharge, 109 recharge) with at least one trait available. Additionally, we made a subset of our dataset in which we selected species that had a strong preference for either discharge or recharge sites (i.e. species with a discharge preference of 100% and 0%, respectively). Because this severely reduced the number of available species (40 in total of which six discharge and 34 recharge species) and thereby data entries, we dropped seven traits that had fewer than 15 data entries. This subset consisted of MaxCH, LS, LatSpread and SM.

Statistical analysis

Prior to analysis, we log-transformed a number of traits (MaxCH, SM, LS, LPC, RGR, RP and SLA) to reduce the skewed distribution of the data. For models with FeTol, we log-transformed the species preference data to improve model fit. Because the species preference data also had
zeros (i.e. species that were only found at recharge sites, which thus have a 0% preference for discharge sites), we added +1 to all species preferences to enable the log transformation. For all traits, we performed a linear regression to test whether discharge preference is related to trait selection. We used a linear regression because we had no a priori information to fit non-linear relationships. We tested single-trait and two-trait combinations through single and multiple regression. Although we recognize the importance of multiple trait combinations improving the explanatory power of the model, we were unable to include more than two traits simultaneously because of a high number of missing data values, a common problem in database analyses (Kattge et al., 2011).

Additionally, we ran a binomial generalized linear model (GLM) where we divided the species between a discharge and recharge list, on the basis of the species preferences (≥50% and <50%, respectively; Appendix SI), and tested whether we could distinguish between the two species types, on the basis of their trait values. The GLMs served as a check for the robustness of the linear regression analysis. We have also run a GLM while correcting for the phylogenetic relatedness of the species (Durka and Michalski, 2012) with a Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE). All analyses were performed with R (R Core Team, 2012).

RESULTS

Five out of the 11 selected traits were significantly related to discharge species preferences although the explanatory power was very low ($R^2 < 0.09$) (Figure 2). The discharge preference was negatively correlated with LPC ($p = 0.011$, $R^2 = 0.09$). A species’ discharge preference was positively correlated with the N:P ratio ($p = 0.031$, $R^2 = 0.06$). The rate of clonal reproduction ($p = 0.042$, $R^2 = 0.05$) was negatively related to discharge preference. SM, on the other hand, was positively correlated with discharge preference ($p = 0.036$, $R^2 = 0.03$). Finally, the maximum canopy height was negatively correlated with discharge preference ($p = 0.030$, $R^2 = 0.03$). Summarizing, plant species at discharge sites have a relatively low LPC, high leaf N:P, low LatSpread, high SM and low MaxCH, compared with plant species at recharge sites. In our subset analysis of species with a high or low discharge preference, SM was the only trait that significantly differed between recharge and discharge species ($p = 0.039$, $R^2 = 0.14$).

In the multiple regression, two trait combinations were related to species’ discharge preferences, being LatSpread and SM, and MaxCH and SLA. Discharge preference was positively correlated to SM and negatively correlated to rate of clonal reproduction ($R^2 = 0.11$). Furthermore, discharge preferring species correlated positively with SLA and negatively with MaxCH ($R^2 = 0.14$).

From the GLM analysis, LatSpread ($p = 0.019$) and MaxCH ($p = 0.006$) were significantly different between discharge and recharge species, where discharge species had lower LatSpread and MaxCH than recharge species (Figure 3; Appendix SII). The GLM analysis of the subset did not generate significant results. The GEE analysis, where we corrected for the phylogenetic relatedness, resulted in two significant traits: MaxCH ($p = 0.009$) and N:P ($p = 0.004$).

DISCUSSION

A trait-based approach for community assembly at discharge sites

With our trait-based approach, we highlighted a number of traits that are significantly related to the discharge preference of plant species in the Netherlands. The rate of clonal reproduction and maximum canopy height proved to be consistent traits, because both were significant in the single and multiple regression and GLM analyses. SM was significant in all regression analyses, while the N:P ratio was significant in both the regression analysis as well as in the GEE, where we corrected for phylogenetic relatedness of the species. Most of the significant traits showed the patterns that we expected, except for LatSpread and SLA. The rate of clonal reproduction was lower at discharge sites than at recharge sites, while we expected it to be higher, because vegetative reproduction is more common in P-limited systems than sexual reproduction (Fujita et al., 2014). Nevertheless, although vegetative reproduction may be more common at discharge sites, this apparently does not imply that the rate of vegetative growth is also higher at discharge sites than at recharge sites. Furthermore, we expected discharge species to be on the slow-return end of the LES and thus have relatively low SLA. However, SLA was only significantly different between recharge and discharge species in combination with MaxCH. Discharge species are thus apparently relatively small and have thin leaves. This may be explained by a relatively high amount of grass species or annuals at groundwater discharge sites, which coincides with this trait combination.

With a trait-based approach, a more mechanistic (and thus general) relationship between species and abiotic conditions may be derived. This allows to trace back which abiotic conditions affected by discharge are potentially dominant in the species-sorting paradigm of the metacommunity concept and thus shape the characteristic discharge plant communities. The significant traits from our analyses were related to P limitation (N:P, LatSpread and SM) and total nutrient availability (SLA, LPC and MaxCH).

Surprisingly, traits related to ferrous iron were not related to the discharge preference of a species. However, the absence of this relationship may not be reliably interpreted to
Figure 2. The significant models that are related to a species discharge/recharge preference. On the y-axis is the percentage that a species is found at a discharge site; 100% is only found at discharge sites, and 0% is only found at recharge sites. Every value in between is an indication of how often a species occurs at a discharge site. The regression model, significance level and associated $R^2$ are shown on the top of each graph. (A) The leaf phosphorus content, (B) the maximum canopy height, (C) the leaf nitrogen to phosphorus ratio, (D) seed mass and (E) the rate of clonal reproduction.

Figure 3. The two significant traits from the GLM analysis. The lateral spread is shown in the left boxplot and the maximum canopy height is shown on the right.
indicate that it does not exist, given that we had fewer traits (RP, RGR and FeTol) each with fewer data entries related to ferrous iron concentration available. Interestingly, the explanatory power of our models was relatively high for RP and RGR although still low ($R^2 = 0.08$). This may suggest that these traits have a better potential to predict discharge species occurrence especially because the $p$-value of these models suggested a trend ($p = 0.067$ for RP and $p = 0.095$ for RGR). It should be noted though that RGR is also related to nutrient availability (Grime and Hunt, 1975; Poorter and Remkes, 1990; Lambers and Poorter, 1992) and does not only represent the iron tolerance of a species.

Together, our study shows that, in the non-coastal zone of the Netherlands and for the current sets of traits studied, the amount of available nutrients and phosphorus are important drivers distinguishing characteristic groundwater discharge plant communities from other wet communities. Although the significance of these abiotic conditions at groundwater discharge sites is not new, this is the first time that an effect for the associated traits of discharge versus recharge species is shown. These effects of nutrient-related traits on plant species of characteristic groundwater discharge communities partly relate to the lower nutrient availability at Dutch groundwater discharge sites compared with recharge sites. These nutrient conditions are caused by agricultural practices at recharge areas and the impact of groundwater discharge on P availability. On the other hand, at other discharge–recharge sites, the nutrient conditions are opposite of the Dutch situation (Giesler et al., 2002; Lucassen et al., 2006; Jansson et al., 2007; Kuglerová et al., 2014). This may imply that while nutrient availability will always be important to distinguish between species characteristic of recharge versus discharge sites, the actual direction of change may depend on the local landscape arrangements.

Low explanatory power of trait-based community assembly at discharge sites

Despite successful applications in previous studies at various scales (Douma et al., 2012a, 2012b; Stahl et al., 2013; Verheijen et al., 2013; Van Mechelen et al., 2014), our trait-based approach did not yield successful predictive results in our study. Discharge species are therefore hard to distinguish from recharge species with these traits, on the basis of the models we derived from our analyses. This low predictive ability may seem surprising given the well-established qualitative predictions and the fact that we aimed to include traits that go beyond the traits commonly measured and that are specifically related to environmental conditions occurring at discharge sites. This may suggest that differences in trait values between the discharge and recharge species may be too subtle to generate clear patterns (when database trait values are used). The ecosystems in our study are similar in climate and in one important abiotic condition that shapes plant communities – water availability. Perhaps the remaining environmental differences are too nuanced for a trait-based approach to be applicable. If that is the case, then the use of multiple abiotic drivers with their associated traits and, more importantly, the use of multiple traits combinations would be the way forward to gain explanatory power. Previous research has shown that especially the combinations of multiple traits, related to multiple abiotic conditions, are better predictors of vegetation patterns than individual traits (Ordoñez et al., 2010b; Douma et al., 2012c). In addition, multiple traits such as the Leaf Economic Spectrum (Wright et al., 2004) have been used to explain plant species strategies. Unfortunately, this was not possible in our analysis because of a high number of missing values. However, for the few combinations in which it was possible, a higher explanatory power was obtained.

In addition, we have seen in our data that the range of a selection of trait values is much larger for recharge preferring species than for discharge species (Figure 2, other data not shown). Although trait information is limited, our evidence suggests that discharge species have a smaller range of appropriate trait values, for some traits, than recharge species. This was for example the case for SM in our subset. All discharge species had a high SM, while the variation in the recharge species was much larger. This was also the case for LatSpread and MaxCH, although to a lesser extent, but not for LS. This may suggest that recharge species have a wider niche space, which allows for more variation in a number of plant traits than for discharge species.

As such, biotic interactions may force discharge species to (the less favourable) discharge sites. Together, the evidence suggests that multiple abiotic conditions affected by groundwater discharge together shape the environmental pressures allowing the distinct (and nowadays rare) plant communities to prosper.

Implications for trait-based approaches for evaluating local community assembly

Our results point to a need for a much better understanding of trait selection acting at local scales, which may differ from traits and trait selection that differentiate species across large abiotic gradients. One of such traits could be seed germination in relation to temperature because soil temperature influences seed germination (Hoyle et al., 2013), where germination is lower at relatively cold soils than at warmer soils. Water temperature at discharge sites is constant and relatively low during the growing season compared with recharge sites. Species preferring discharge sites may thus need adaptations for seed germination at lower temperatures. In addition, lower temperature may also decrease oxygen demand (Bartholomew et al., 2012), which may allow plants to use the limited amount of oxygen to deal with the high ferrous...
iron concentrations. This may be one of the variety of mechanisms and strategies (morphological, physiological and biochemical) of plants related to iron tolerance (Chabbi, 1999) although the exact plant controls are still unclear.

Next to the constant but lower water temperature, the constant water availability at discharge sites as opposed to more variable conditions at recharge sites may also result in different plant trait selection. Unfortunately, in studies empirically relating traits to environmental conditions, the variability in environmental conditions so far received little attention. The general understanding on differences in phenotypic plasticity among plant strategies, its impacts on trait selection in general and the interactions with dispersal capacity is still poor (Valladares et al., 2014).

Overall, this asks for a deeper understanding of plant ecophysiology and how plants respond to local abiotic conditions. Such understanding (made possible through field measurements and comprehensive trait databases for multiple species) will be essential for applying trait-based community assembly analyses to local specific communities. This can help improve our understanding of the functional differences in local plant communities in general and, in this case, at groundwater discharge and recharge sites in particular. Once the relevant trait selection processes are known, nature managers can maintain these abiotic conditions to maintain the rare and characteristic vegetation communities of groundwater discharge sites.
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